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AI is all around us, 
for years…

Availability of massive 
data sets

Dramatically
increased computing
power

Large Language 
Models

Creating new content
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Focus on key projects where generative AI can add real value

Enriching and creating metadata

• Extracting and adding entities

• Creating summaries

• Analyzing images and create
additional metadata

Discovering content and providing new
insights

• Conversational discovery and semantic search

• Summarization and contextual summarization

• Recommendations

• Virtual assistants

From metadata creation to discovery content: Handling data at scale
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Generative AI – (Some) discussion points

The Users Possibilities Concerns Considerations

Love convenience!

Want New insights at 
their fingertips

• AI is already very 
useful

– For small very
targeted tasks

– To overcome
scale issues

• AI can generate new 
insights, very quick 
and at scale

• Things are 
happening that we 
don‘t understand

• What is the learning 
outcome if AI does 
everything?

• Fake facts? Bias re-
inforcement? Critical 
thinking?

• Is AI going to
replace me?

• Academic content is 
not „free“

• Large Language 
Models (LLM) are
extremely costly

• Suitable for 
academia and 
education

• Transparency is 
important to create 
trust

Are influenced by 
experiences on 
consumer platforms
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A prototype for conversational discovery

• Combine ChatGPT-like 
convenience with academic 
integrity

• Learn and share how generative 
AI can work for us

Task: Build a discovery 
prototype using pre-trained 
Large Language Models based 
on a defined body of content, in 
cooperation with AI21 Labs

• Trusted content – based on 
curated academic works

• Rights – respected for 
subscription and OA material

• Accreditation – credit authors for 
their work

• References – support proper 
referencing 

• Compliance with EU (and other) 
law – transparency about origin 
of answer

Goal Project Requirements
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User Prompt 

AI Generated 
Answer

Supporting 
works

Supporting 
Paragraphs
Extended

Next Chat Prompt 



Project 
Scope

Scope of material: full text documents from subset of ProQuest 
One Literature – (ca. 500k documents)

LLMs: – including APIs
• Process search queries in natural language

• Provide answers based on the returned documents 

• Provide connection with source documents

• Out of scope: contextual conversations

Prototype UI including test feedback options

Internal and external testing: 
• Accuracy

• Usefulness and convenience

• Bias

© 2023 Clarivate 7
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1

Content is indexed in paragraphs

Simplified Flow

Natural language query

Paragraphs are returned

Information for answers is
extracted from paragraphs

Answer is formulated and
returned with paragraphs

2

3

4

5

Users
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Large Language Models (LLM): A few more (simplified) details

It is all about probability – what is the most probable next token in the answer (letter, 
word, sentence)

Some important parameters
Temperature – essentially the “probability score” – weighing accuracy vs. creativity
Prompt – instructions for the model what to do
TopK – # of tokens to use in the calculation
TopP - Minimum probability of a token

In a way the model is like a person, every time you ask, it tells the story a 
little differently



Example for a low temperature causing lots of repetitions



Example for a high temperature causing uncomprehensible text



Lowering the temperature again a little bit
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Some experiences

Distinction between training data and data of the contextual input (our content) is not 
always possible

Focus on specific use cases has a lot of value

Nothing is straight forward – very detailed testing is required

Answering questions about usefulness, accuracy and bias such as
• Does the summary make sense?
• Are the facts correct
• Is the narrative impartial, showing no prejudice for or against something? 

One setting does not necessarily fit all – e.g. to eliminate repetition, create a fluent 
narrative
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Next steps

Extended internal testing – based on use cases

External (alpha) testing
• Librarians from the Ex Libris user group
• Literature students
• Literature faculty members

Beta testing

Continue to tune the settings
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Community collaboration is key – only together can we answer questions such as

How close can the answers get to what we envision, to be very convenient but also useful AND 
academically sound

How will the answers treat different material types and how much does that matter, e.g.
• Primary vs. Secondary resources (Humanities)

• Education vs. Research material

• Researcher vs. Reviewer

• News vs. Scholarly publications

How do we best convey to users how to use the answer 

Where is the generative AI most useful – building use cases
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Some of the opportunities and challenges with generative AI

• Gaining new insights from data at scale … 
and fast

• Access to information like never before

• Looking beyond the highly ranked

• Including

- Question/answers

- Conversations

- Summarization

- Virtual assistants

- Recommendations

• Costs! LLMs are very expensive

• Comprehensiveness

• How good is good enough – output of LLMs 
has to be treated with caution

• Information Literacy becomes a whole new
meaning

Opportunities Challenges
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Some concluding notes

Generative AI has great promises, if applied responsibly and on trusted
content

Adoption needs to be with expertise and care – as a community we can work
together to make it happen 

There are hurdles, such as rights, costs, and getting generative AI ready for 
adoption in academia

We can all be part of it!
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